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PROGRAMS FOR NUCLEAR ['ATA ANALYSIS 

The following report details a number of programs and subroutines which 
;ire useful for analysis of data from nuclear physics experiments. Most of 
them are available trom pool pack 005 on the IBM1800 conpui-er All of these 
programs are stored there as core loads, and the subroutines and functions 
in relocatable format. The nature and location of other programs are 
specified as appropriate. 

I have also included in this report a number of useful but little-
Known programs dur to other people. 

R.A.I. Bell 
1.1.1975. 
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1. FUNCTIONS 

XOTF.: Ali integers are one-word. 

FUNCTION EFAC(A) Extended Precision 

Returns A. = factorial (A) where A is an integer and A > 0, 

otherwise returns 0.0. 

FUNCTION TRI(A,R,C) Extended Precision 

Returns the angular momentum A-^unction as JcïxT.o? by Brink and 

Satchler in "Angular Momentum". 

FUNCTION CG(AJ1,AM1,AJ2,AM2,AJ,AM) Extended Precision 

Returns the Clebsch-Gordan coefficient for jj + J 2 = j as defined by 

Erink and Satchler (which is the same convention as Condon and Short ley) 

FUNCTION W(<\,B,C,n,r.,F) Extended Precision 

Returns the Racah coefficient as defined by Brink and Satchler. 

FUNCTION PL(AN,COSTH) Extended Precision 

Returns the Legendre polynomial of any integral order AN > 0 with 

argument COSTH = cos(9). 

FUNCTION RH0K(AJ1,AM1,AK) Extended Precision 

Returns the statistical tensor P-^Cji.mj) as defined by Rose and Brink, 

Rev.Mod Phys. ^9_ (1967) 306. This corresponds to normalisation of 

the population parameters 

I w(mj » 1 where 0 £ w(m[) i fy * l/2& n-
-j ;«m^j ^ 

FUNCTION RH0PK(AJ1,AM1,AK) Extended Precision 

Returns a function re'ated to the above statistical tensor, namely 

( l/2 * \f> n) 'Pyi) i«mi) • This is simpler to use when 

w' (mi) = w(m x) + wi-n^) 

and one chooses 

I w*(mi) = 1 where 0 Ï w'(mi) < 1. 

FUNCTION RK(EL,ELP,AJ1,AJ2,\K) Extended Precision 

Returns the function R (L ,L ' , J i , J 2 ) of r;>se and Brink. 

FUNCTION UK(EL12,AJ1,AJ2,AK) Extended Precision 

Returns the function U, (Li 2>J 1.^2) °^ Rose and Brink. 

FUNCTION RPHIK(EL,ELP,AJ1,AJ2,AK,PHI) Extended Precision 

Returns the function 

R K (L ,L , J 1 , J 2 ) + 26 > R K (L ,L ' , J i , J 2 ) + 62 .K^L',L',. . , J 2 ) 
_ _ 

where PHI = arctan(ô) in radians. 

FUNCTION DAYS(IDAY,'10NTH,IYEAR) Extended Precision 

Returns number of days since 1st January, 1950, including correction 

for leap years. 

FUNCTION DFAC(A) Extended Precision 

Returns the double factorial of an odd, positive integer 

A , i.e. A!! . Otherwise returns zero. 

FUNCTION YEARS(IDAY,MONTH,IYEAR) Normal Precision 

Retarns the number of sidereal years (365.242days) since 1st January, 

1900. 

FUNCTION UNTAN(X,Y) Normal Precision 

Returns the angle 6 in radians for which 

cos (9) = X and sin(6) = Y. 

FUNCTION SIMRL(FUNCT,XLO,XUP,ERR) Extended Precision 

Returns integral of FUNCT(X) from X = XLO to XUP using Simpson's 

rule, to an accuracy better than ERR. 

FUNCTION SNEDF(PROB,M,N) Extended Precision 

Calculates the value of Snedecor's F-coefficient for confidence 

level * PROB, and degrees of freedom M and N. Uses subsidiary 

functions PROBF and GAfWA. 
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2. SUBROUTINES 

NOTE : All integers are one-word. 

SUBROUTINE EIGEN(A,V,N) Extended Precision 
A and V must be arrays dimensioned 10 » 10 in calling program. rhe 
leading submatrix of A with dimensions N * N is diagonalised and 
the eigenvalues reordered in decreasing algebraic size. A set of 
orthonormal eigenvectors corresponding to these eigenvalues is 
returned as the columns of the leading N * N submatrix of V. 

SUBROUTINE KINRB(AMI,AM2,AM3,AM4,Q,nNC,ELEV,PSI,ZETA,EJ,,EH) 
Extended Precision 

Calculates non-relativistic reaction kinematics using symbolism, 
notation and formulae of Marion and Young, "Nuclear Reaction 
Analysis", pp.140-142. 

SUBROUTINE INTEG(FUNCT,A,B,ANS,FAIL,ERR) Extended Precision 
Integrates the named function FUNCT(X) from X = A to B with 
|error| < ERR. FUNCT must be declared EXTERNAL in calling programni 
If integration does not converge FAIL < 0, otherwise > 0. The 
integration is by simple summation over intervals successively 
halved in size. 

SUBROUTINE LPL0T(X1,Y1,X2,Y2J Standard Precision 
Plots on storage oscilloscope a straight line from (XI,Yl) to (X2,Y2). 

SUBROUTINE APLOT(XCEN,YCEN,RAD,DEGl,DEG2j Standard Precision 
Plots on storage oscilloscope the arc of a circle with centre 
(XCEN.YCEN), radius RAD, fvom angle 9 = DEG1 to DEG2 degrees, 
where 8 = 0 is parallel to the ".-axis. 

SUBROUTINE CPLCT(XCEN,YCEN,RAD) Standard Precision 
Plots on storage oscilloscope a circle with radius RAD and 
centre (XCEN,YCEN). 

SUBROUTINE T0NE(IFREQ,IDUR} 
Sounds a note on 1800 loudspeaker with frequency IFREQ Hz and 
duration IDUR * O.OOJsec. Written by H..T. Hay. 

SUBROUTINE C1RCL(XCEN,YCEN,RAD) 
Plots a circle on the CalComp with centre (XCEN,YCEN) and 
radius RAD user units. 
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SUBROUTINE DSPBX(NBOX) Normal Precision 
A highly useful subroutine written by Dr, H.J. Hay for reading 
information from either o'" the IBM1800 process area display boxes. 

NOTE : DIMENSION NBOX(ll) 

BEFORE : CALL set NBOX(l) = 1 or 2 for corresponding area box, 

RETURNS NBOX(2) < 0 if any error 
= otherwise base index in ICHAN(4096j 

where subsst number begins. 
NBOX(3) = display channel RANGE 
NBOX(4) = MSLIC = maximum number of slices across window 
NBOX(5) = SUBSET number 
NB0X(6) = lower window slice number (0 to MSLIC) 
NBOX(7) = uprier window slice number (0 to MSLIC) 
NBOX(8) = kii.d of job - see below 
NBOX(9) = lower display channel number 
NBOX(10) = upper display channel number 
NBOX(ll) = maximum count scale 0 = AUTO 

10 = SQRT 
11 = LOC 

4-1 otherwise 2 in range 127 to 32767. 
KIND = 0 VERIFY 

= 1 BUFFR contents report 
= 2 PDATA contents report 
= 3 DATA contents report 
= 4 Marker report 
= 5 XDISP 
= 6 ZDISP 

For NBOX(8) 

- 7 ) 
- 8 ) 
- 9 ) ISO (not defined yet) 
* 10 ) 
= 11 CONTOUR 

NOTE: For ZDISP, RANGE = ZRANGE of SUBSET 
MSLIC * XRANGE of SUBSET 

otherwise RANGE » XRANGE of SUBSET 
MSLIC » ZRANGE of SUBSET 
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5. NON-PROCESS CORE LOADS 

MNBX Reaction kinematics on heam axis 

// JOB Y Z 
// XEQ KINBX FX 
N FORMAT(I3) 
AM1,AM2,AM3,AM4,Q FORMAT(5F10.S) 
(E(I)..I=1,N) FORMAT(F10.3) 
EMIN.L^.EMA.. FORMAT(3F10.5) 
// * 
// * 

Calculates nuclear reaction kinematics at 0° and 180° for 
particle of mass AMI i.amu) incident on mass AM2 with light 
product AM3 and heavy AM4. Reaction energy is Q(MeV). 
Incident energy VL ed from EMIN to EMAX in steps of DEfMeV) 
N levels are considered with level excitation energies 
E(Ij in MeV, 

WEISS Weisskopf estimates of gamma transition strengths 
//' JOB Y Z 
// XEQ WEISS FX 
NLEVS FORMAT(I2) 
AMASS FORMAT(F10.4) 
(ENGY(I),I=1,N) FORMAT(F10.4) 
// * 
// * 

Program lists energies (in MeV) and Weisskopf estimates 
(in eV) foT all possible gamma transitions. The estimates 
are calculated according to Wilkinson's formulae in 
"Nuclear Spectroscopy, Part B", pp.859-860, edited by 
F. Ajzenberg-Selove. 

NLEVS = number of levels 
AMASS = nucleus mass in a.m.u. 
ENGY(I) = level energies in MeV. 
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SNAPR Rapid plots specified from 1800 area 1 display box 

// JOB X (Behind fence on drive 1) 
// XF.Q SNAPR FX 
// * 
// * 

No data cards. Plot is 10 * 10 inches. Data sat, subset, 
channel range and vertical scale (log. ,sqrt.,lin. or autolin J 
as defined by area 1 display box 

GANDI Gamma ray angular distribution analysis 

// JOB Y Z 
// XEQ GANDI FX 
NANG ( I 2) 
ANGLE.YIELD,ERROR (3F10.3) x NANG 
Q2,Q4,Q6,Q8 (4F10.3) 
SIMIN,SIMAX (2F10.3) 
SFMIN.SFMAX (2F10.3) 
MSUB ( I 2 ) 
tPOPL(J),J=l,NSUB) (8F10.3) 
(POPM(J),J=l,HSUB) (8F10.3) 
PHMIN,PHMAX,DPH (3F10.3) 
// * 
// * 

This program performs least squares analyses of gamma ray 
angular distributions measured following decay of aligned 
nuclei. The Rose and Brink phase convention is followed. 
Any limits may be placed on the magnetic substate populations, 

Notes: 1) NANG = number of angles (up to 10) including repeats. 
2) Q2, etc. = Attenuation coefficients. Irrelevant ones may 

be put = 1.0. 
3) SIMIN,SIMAX = lowest and highest spins considered for 

initial state. Program steps between these. 
4) SFMIN.SFMAX - Limits on spin of final state. 
5) NSUB • number of substates (up to 10) to be considered in fit. 
6) P0PL(J) * lower limits on population parameters (0 to 1.0) 

of each substate. 
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"j POPM(J) - uppei limits on populations. 
If POPL = POPM then population is fixedc 

8) Mixing angle is stepped by DPH° from FHMIN" to PHMAX 0. 
9) ANGLE m degrees. 

Output : Mixing Angle, x z (unnorma.ised), population parameters. 

Notes: 1) Lug (x̂ J is plotted against mixing angle on the non-process 
screen 

2) If data switch 0 is down, typed output is suppressed. 
5) If data switch 1 is up, diagnostic data following the 

fitting procedure is typed. 
4) If data switch 2 is down, output to headings, input 

data is suppressed-
5) For normal use have data switches 0 and 2 up, and 1 down. 
6) Population parameters are normalised thus 

0 < p. < 1 , [ p = l • 

7) The solution is exact, within the specified limits. 

For method see R. Bell, Nucl. Instr. Meth. 106 (1973) 307. 

ANGFT Calculation of gamma ray angular distributions 

// JOB Y Z 
// XEQ ANGFT FX 
NANG FORMAT(I2) 
(ANG(I),YIELD(I),ERR(I}),I=1;N FORMAT(3F10.3) 
Q2,Q4,Q6,Q8 FORMAT(4F10.3) 
AJ1,AJ2,[)EL FORMAT (3F10.3) 
NSUB FORMAT(12) 
P0P(J),J=1,NSUB FORMAT(8F10.3) 
// * 
// 

Input has same notation as for GANDI, except AJ1,AJ2 are 
specific initial and final spins, DEL is a specific mixing 
angle (degrees), and POP(J) are specific population 
parameters, 
Program is used to calculate the actual angular distribution 
corresponding to a solution obtained using GANDI, e.f. for 
figure drawing. x 2 and the normalisation are recalculated 
as checks. The fit is also displayed on the non-process screen 
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LEl'-FT Legendre pol ynonijal f i t t i n g 

/ / JOB Y Z 

if XEQ LEGFT hX 

NANG FORMAT(I2) 

(ANC(I) ,YIELD(I) ,ERR(I) ) , I = l,!^\NrG FORMAT(.F10 3) 

/ / * 
/ / * 

Fi t s angular d is t r ibut ion da*a with even Legendr^ polynomial 

series of increasing maximur order (A 0, An+A2, Ao+A2*Ai+, 

Ao+rt2*AL,+A$) and pr in ts out normalisation (A 0 ) , xZ» and 

a. = A./An with e r rors . 
l l u 

EFANG At-pular distribution effect on Doppler Shift 

// JOB Y Z 
// XEQ EFANG FX 
THETA,A2,A4 FORMAT(3F10.3) 
Q1,Q2,Q3,Q4,Q5,Q6 FORMAT(6F10.3) 
// * 
// * 

Calculates correction to the gamma detector angle due to 

angular d i s t r ibu t ior efl--cts tc give effective detector 

angle for D.S.AM. observations from formula: 

I A t [ ( l . l ) Q £ # 1 P 1 + 1 • t . Q t . 1 P 1 . 1 ] / ( 2 l * D 
(cos6) effective 

where P. stands for P.(cose) 
* x» true 

I A , Q , p 

t T l 

SORCE Listing of current radioactive source strengths 

/ / JOB Y Z 

/ / XEQ SORCE FX 

IDAY,M0yTH,IYEAR F0RMAT(3I2) 

/ / * 
/ / * 

IDAY etc. = date for which source strengths required. 
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HOROS Horoscope, Zodiac, P rognos t i ca t ions 

/ / JOB V I 

/ / M.Q HOROS FX 
ISIiX.NAME FORMAT ( 12 ,39A2) 

1DAY,IMTH,IYR FORMAT(2I2,14) 

JDAV.JMTH.JYR F0RMAT(2I2,I4) 

/ / * 

/ / 

HOROS will compute a person's horoscope at birth, listing 
zodiacal features and related character predictions on the 
line printer, together with prognostications for tod?y. 
Mystical symbols appear on the non-process oscilloscope, 
the action of the cosmological integrators may be 
audible during computations, and if data entry switch 0 is 
up a map of the zodiacal positions of the planets at birth 
will be drawn on the CalComp plotter 
Data entries are: 

ISEX = +1 (male) or -1 (female) 
NAME of subject in full 
IDAY,IMTH,IYR = birth date 
JDAY.JMTH.JYR = date today 

It is believed that proper use of this program will greatly 
enhance the operating efficiency of this department, 
particularly if it is used to predict favourable days for 
commencement of experiments, publication, seminars, etc. 
Those miserable sceptics who doubt the validity of zodiacal 
influences may note the usefulness of the program for 
demonstrating the operational versatility of the 1800 
system to departmental visitors - cardreader, lineprinter, 
storage scope, plotter, audio-output. 
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HUNTR Search for or ig in of >-transit ion 

/ / JOB Y Z 

/ / XEQ HUNTR FX 

ENLEV.ERLEV FORMAT(2F10.3) 

terminate with negative ENLEV 
EN0DS,ER03S FORMAT(2F10.3) 

terminate with negative ENOBS 
// * 
// * 

Searches for possible origins of an observed gamma ray of 
energy ENOBS±EROBS keV. Levels of nucléons are 
ENLEV±ERLEV keV. All possible origins within three standard 
deviations are listed. 

DOPLV Mean recoil velocity after (x,n) reaction 

// JOB Y 
// XEQ DOPLV FX 
AM1,AM2,AM3,AM4,Q 
ELOSS 
ELEV 
AD I ST 
EINC 
// * 
// * 

FORMAT{5F10.3) 
FORMAT(Fl0.3) 
FORMAT(F10. 3) 
FORMAT(F10.3) 
FORMAT(F 10.3) 

Calculates mean forward recoil velocity of product for 
reaction masses AM2(AM1,AM3)AM4 where AM3 is a neutron. 
All energies are in MeV. They are Q(reaction Q-value), 
ELOSS (beam energy loss in target layer), ELEV (excitation 
energy of level), EINC (incident beam energy). ADIST is 
target distance (in cm.) from front face of 3" diam.x 4" 
long liquid scintillator used as a neutron detector and 
placed at 0° to the beam. The calculation allows for 
neutron attenuation in the scintillator, includes energy 
dependence of the p(n,n)p cress sections, and estimates the 
uncertainty introduced by permitting a factor of two variation 
in neutron yield across the front face of the scintillator. 
Ref: R.A.I. Bell et al., Nucl. Phys. A222 (1974) 477. 
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4. PROCESS CORE-LOADS 

PKADD Centroid and a^ea of isolated peak. 

Process program (either area] which calculates centroid and area of 
an isolated peak in a spectrum. Most data aie read from display 
boxes Markers 1+2, 3+4, 5+6 define lower background region, peak 
region and upper background re; on respectively. Markers can 
overlap or coincide Not more than 200 channels display however, 
Output lists mean lower and upper background region counts per 
channel with errors, the total and net peak counts, the latter's 
error, and the centroid and error of the peak region. Background 
interpolation is linear from the lower region's centre to the upper's 
centre Errors are treated exactly (reference R. Bell, D.Phil. 
Thesis, Oxford University, 1969). 
If data switch 0 is up the operator may request consecutive analysis 
of several runs beginning with that specified on the display box. 
If data switch 1 is up all headings are suppressed. 

RABAD Sums and errors between markers. 
Process program (either area) which sums total counts between every 
consecutive pair of markers, with overflow correction. Output is 
marker positions in row 1, sums in row 2, errors in row 3. A 
negative sum means overflow information was lost. 

SIREN Audible warning. 

This program produces a pleasant well-modulated warning sound on the 
1800 loud speaker, It is useful in conjunction with Dr, Hebbard's 
STOP-AUTO-SEQUENCE to waken tired experimenters at the end of a run. 

CURSE Inter-Area Messages, 

This program enables a 16-word message to be sent from the area 1 
typewriter to the area 2 typewriter, or vice-versa It is exception
ally useful for relieving tension when frustrated by interruption 
from the other irea, 
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DOPPLER SHIFT CALCULATIONS 

Two najor programs exist in the laboratory which are suitable for DSAM 
calculations of centroid shifts and line-shapes. One was written by Dr. 
C J Piluso, the other by Dr L.E. Carlson. Card-decks are held by Dr. I.G 
Graham, together with input-data specifications. The programs use different 
techniques but produce results in close agreement. 

PDSAM C.J.Piluso's DSAM Program for Univac 1108 

@RUN etc. 
@X0T DINGDONG.PDSAM 
TITLE 
FE, FN 
Z1.A1 
NATMS,DENS(1),MOLKT,THICK 
Z2B,A2B,DENS(2),THBCK 
APM(I),Z2(I),A2(I),I=1,NATMS 
DEPTH,PDPTH.EDPTH 
eFiN 

FORMAT(20A4) 
FORMAT(2F10.4) 
FORMAT(2F10.4) 
FORMAT(I5,5X,3F10.4) 
FORMAT(4F10.4) 
F0RMAT(3F10.4) x NATMS 
FORMATC3F10.4) 

FE, FN 
Zl.M 
NATMS 
DENS(1) 
MOLWT 
THICK 
Z2B.A2B 
DENS(2) 
THBCK 
APM(I) 

= electronic and nuclear fudge factors 
= atomic number and weight of recoiling ion 
= number of different elements in compound stopping material 
= density of stopping material in gm/cm3 

= molecular weight of stopping material 
= thickness of stopping material in ugm/cm2 

= atomic number and weight of an elemental backing material 
= density of backing in gm/cm3 

- thickness of bpcking in ygm/cm2 

= number of atoms/molecule of element I in compound stopping medium 
Z2(I),A2(I) = atomic numbe* and weight of element I. 
DEPTH,PDPTH,EDPTH = a series of cards giving reaction depth within target 

(pgm/:m 2), relative reaction probability (any normalization), 
and initial forward recoil energy 'MeV). Any number of such 

cards; terminated by negative DEPTH. 
The program uses the Lindhard-Scharff-Schiott stopping powers and an approxima
tion to the Blaugrund nuclear recoil treatment. Output is well annotated. No 
lineshape is printed, The input card set may be repeated as often as desired. 

As written the program deck will run on the IBM1800 also (with modifications 
to JCL cards). 
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F TAI I L F. Carlson's DSAM Program for Uni vac 1108. 

FORMAT(I3) 
FORMAT(F5.1,513) 
FORMAT(20A4) 
FORMAT(2F10.5) 
FORMAT(3F10,5) 
FORMAT(3F10.5) 
FCRN\T(2F10,S) 

FORMAT(2F10.5) 
FORMAT(2F10.5) 
FORMAT(5F10.5) 
FORMAT(3F10.5) 
F0RMAT(3F1U.5) 
F0RMAT(1X,E14.5,2E15.5) 

@RUN etc 
3XQT LINSHP FTAU 
NDATA 
SKIT,LOC,LOUT,NOTH.NTYPE.LOD 
TITLE 
ZIP.ZRP 
ZA.ZB.ZC 
WMA.WMB.NMC 
XX, YY 
RHO1,RHO 
HTG.TGTHG 
AM2,AM1,AM3,SSAM,TQ 
EX,ANGLE,W 
FÜDGE.DEFG.FDGN 

* TA.TC.TE 
' BTA.BTC.BTE 
* AA.CC.EE 
* BAN,BC,BE " 
* A.C.E 

OF IN 

NDATA = number of sets of data 
SKIT: if greater than 2 0 do not print V(T) curve 
LOC - 0 to print individual and average F(r) curve 

1 to print average F(-i) curve only 
LOUT - 1 to print mean cos(9), otherwise = 0 
NOTH - number of target sections 
NTYPE = 1 for experimental dE/dX data 

= 2 for experimental + Blaugrund dE/dX 
= 3 for LSS * Blaugrund dE/dX 
< 0 for compound targets (maximum of 2 elements) 

L0D - 1 to calculate lineshapes, otherw.se = 0 
ZIPjZRP - atomic numbers of incident and recoiling ion 
ZA,ZB - atomic numbers of compound target components 
ZC = atomic number of elemental backing 
WMA,WMB,WMC * corresponding atomic weights 
XX,YY - number of atoms of ele snts A and B per mol-cule of compound 

target 
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!<'J!01,RHO = densities of target and backing in gm/cm' 
HTG.TGTHG = target and backing thickness in mgm/cnr 
AM2.AM1,AM3,SSAM = target, incident, light and recoil atomic masses 
TQ = reaction Q-value in MeV 
EX = excitation energy of level concerned (MeV) 
ANGLE = recoil angle in degrees 

< 0 if require centre-of-mass recoil velocity 
W = incident energy in MeV 
PUDGEiDEFG = electronic fudge factor ± error 
F-UÜGN = nuclear fudge factor (some error used) 
3 F IN 

* These cards are used to read in experimental dE/dX data if required. 

The program calculates V(T) and F(T) curves for three sets of electronic 
and nuclear fudge factors (no error, plus error, minus error). Output 
is well annotated. There is no control over reaction cross-section 
variation within the target. 

http://otherw.se
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D OTHüR USEFUL RLPORTS ON PROGRAMS 

ï.R Ophel: Computer Reduction of Complex Spectra ANU-P/487(3) 
(October, 1974) 

T.R Ophel: Subroutines and Programs for Data Analysis and 

Computation ANU-P/530 
(July, 1971) 

D C. Kean: Calcu la t ion of >-ray angular d i s t r i b u t i o n s following 

S.C.N, reactions (MANDY) ANU-P/601 
(September, 1974) 


